Important Economy Topics (FebMar-Apr 2019)

PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMMAN NIDHI (PM-KISAN)
ØIn the Interim Budget 2019-20, the Union Government has launched the Pradhan
Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN)
Objective:
ØTo provide income support to all Small and Marginal landholding farmer families having
cultivable land.
ØFinancial benefit will be provided to all Small and Marginal landholder farmer families
across the country

PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMMAN NIDHI (PM-KISAN)
ØLandholder Farmer families with total cultivable holding upto 2 hectares shall be
provided a benefit of Rs.6000per annum per family payable in three
equal installments, every four months.
ØMultiple land parcels (even if each is less than 2 hectares) held by a single
family will be pooled together to determine eligibility.
ØEven landholdings, bigger than 10 hectares, will be eligible for benefits under
the scheme, if owned by multiple families (e.g. If five brothers jointly own a
single 10 hectare holding, each of them will be eligible for the scheme).

PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMMAN NIDHI (PM-KISAN)
ØResponsibility of identifying the landholder farmer family eligible for benefit under
the scheme shall be of the State/UT Government.
ØThe lists of eligible beneficiaries would be published at the village levelto ensure
transparency.
ØExclusions: Certain categories of beneficiaries of higher economic status such as
institutional land holders, former and present holder of constitutional posts, persons
who paid income tax in last assessment year etc. shall not be eligible for benefit under
the scheme.
ØFor the purpose of exclusion State/UT Government can certify the eligibility of the
beneficiary based on self-declaration by the beneficiaries.
ØA dedicated PM Kisan Portal will be launched for implementation of the scheme.
ØThis is a Central Sector Scheme and will be funded fully by the Government of India.

PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMMAN NIDHI (PM-KISAN)
ØThe agriculture sector employs over 50% of the workforce either directly or
indirectly, and remains the main source of livelihood for over 70% of rural
households.
ØAccording to a report by NITI Aayog, between 1993-94 and 2015-16, the income
per cultivator grew at an annual rate of just 3.4%.

PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMMAN NIDHI (PM-KISAN)
ØTo achieve the target of doubling farmers’ real income, it will have to grow at 10.4%
annually between 2015-16 and 2022-23.
ØHigh Indebtedness: More than half of the agricultural households in India are in debt,
with average debt of Rs 47,000. National Sample Survey Office (NSSO) 2014 says that
average farmer income was around Rs 3,081 per month.
ØRural Distress & Farmer Suicides

PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMMAN NIDHI (PM-KISAN)
Supply Side Constraints:
ØFarmers are unable to get remunerative prices for their produce, especially for non-MSP
commodities, because of the regulations in domestic market (e.g. stocking
limitations under Essential Commodities Act 1955), restrictions in export market &
externalities like depressed international prices.
ØIncreased Public Unrest: In 2018, there were 13 massive protests held by farmers
across the country, which has put significant pressure on the Government to respond
appropriately.

Issues in conception & implementation
ØInsufficient Amount to Annual direct income transfer (DIT) under PM-KISAN would be
only about 5-8% of their existing income levels.
ØAlso, it is less in comparison to schemes rolled out in Telangana (Rythu Bandhu)
and Odisha(KALIA).
Beneficiary selection
ØUnder this scheme, family is being defined as a unit, while most other
government schemes use household (group of people living together using common
kitchen) as a unit. The re-classification might be an administrative challenge.

Issues in conception & implementation
ØThe scheme is not universal in nature. Strict targeting is prone to corruption due
to bureaucratic discretion and politics. Moreover, exclusion errors are more common in
targeted schemes.
ØIt is unclear if beneficiary farmers, who wish to lease their lands to tenant
farmers or keep their lands fallow for some time, are eligible to receive cash benefits.
Coverage
ØAccording to the 2011 Socio-Economic and Caste Census, around 40% of
rural households are landless and depend on manual labour.
ØThe scheme does not include landless farmers-tenants, sharecroppers etc. In the
regions of high tenancy, the absentee landlords will receive greater benefits under
the scheme.
ØMany Adivasi communities also cultivate land as community farmers& without
individual rights, and may be left out of the scheme, although they are among the most
vulnerable.

Issues in conception & implementation
DBT related issues
ØDirect cash transfer in accounts has previously met (like in MNREGA) with
delays in disbursing wages. Also, rural banking infrastructure has poor outreach &
lacks last mile connectivity.
ØCash transfers can be eroded by local price increases, even if they are indexed to the
general price level.
Authentication Issues:
ØFor 1stplanned payout on 31stMarch 2019, field functionaries are pushed to meet
stiff targets. Being short-staffed & inadequately trained, this might result in many
technical and unforeseen errors in land record reconciliation.
ØFrom the 2ndinstallment, Aadhaar authentication will be compulsory to access benefits.
But, as evident from previous welfare schemes, biometric authentications face
significant hurdles.

NATIONAL MINERAL POLICY 2019
ØThe Union Cabinet has recently approved the National Mineral Policy, 2019 which aims
at bringing about more effective regulation to the sector as well as a more
sustainable approach while addressing the issues of those affected by mining
ØNational Mineral Policy 2019 replaces the extant National Mineral Policy 2008 in
compliance with the directions of the Supreme Court in Common Cause v/s Union of
India & Others.
ØThe Ministry of Mines constituted a committee under the chairmanship of Dr.
K Rajeswara Rao to review the National Mineral Policy 2008.
ØBased on the committee’s report and subsequent deliberations with stakeholders, the
ministry has finalized the policy.

Salient features of National Mineral Policy 2019
• Introduction of Right of First Refusal for reconnaissance permit and prospecting
license(RP/PL)holders-for encouraging the private sector to take up exploration.
• Encouragement of merger and acquisition of mining entities and transfer of mining
leases
• Creation of dedicated mineral corridors to boost private sector mining areas.
• Granting status of industry to mining activity to boost financing of mining for
private sector and for acquisitions of mineral assets in other countries by private sector.
• Long-term import export policy for mineral will help private sector in better
planning and stability in business.
• Rationalize reserved areas given to PSUs which have not been used and to put these
areas to auction, which will give more opportunity to private sector for participation.

Salient features of National Mineral Policy 2019
ØEfforts to harmonize taxes, levies & royalty with world benchmarks to help private
sector.
ØIntroduces the concept of Inter-Generational Equity that deals with the well-being not
only of the present generation but also of the generations to come.
ØConstitutes an inter-ministerial body to institutionalize the mechanism for
ensuring sustainable development in mining.
ØIncorporation of e-governance-IT enabled systems, awareness and Information
campaigns have been incorporate.
ØFocus on using waterways-coastal waterways and inland shipping for evacuation
and transportation of minerals.
ØUtilization of the district mineral fund for equitable development of project affected
persons and areas.

DRAFT E-COMMERCE POLICY
ØThe government has released the draft e-Commerce policy.
ØStrategy proposed in the draft policy:
ØData: The policy acknowledges the importance of data as a ‘national asset.
ØIt seeks to establish a legal & technological framework to restrict cross-border flow of data
generated in India.
ØIt calls for creating domestic standards for devices which are used to store, process and
access data to increase interoperability, enhance data security and prevent violation of privacy.
ØInfrastructure
Development: It
recommends
according ‘infrastructure status’ to
supporting digital infrastructure like data centres, server farms for data storage etc.
Designated implementing agencies should establish requisite physical infrastructure (like
power supply, internet connectivity etc.).
ØAlso, domestic alternatives to foreign-based clouds and email facilities should be promoted.
E-Commerce Marketplaces
ØFDI Policy: The policy aims to clearly demarcate between a marketplace model &an
inventory-based model and seeks to encourage FDI in the ‘marketplace’ model alone.
ØOther important provisions are related to anti-Counterfeiting & Anti-Piracy Measures, grievance
redressal mechanism etc.

NATIONAL POLICY FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
ØThe Union Cabinet has recently approved a national policy on software products which
aims to position India as a Software Product nation and create 65 lakh jobs by 2025.
Strategies of National Policy for Software Product
ØPromoting Software Products Business Ecosystem by
ØCreation of an Indian Software Product Registry-through industry ownership
which will act as a common pool of Indian Software Products thereby providing a
trusted trade environment.
ØFacilitating active participation of software companies in Capital Market
ØCreation of a Single Window Platform
ØEvolving a Classification System for Indian Software Products

NATIONAL POLICY FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
ØPromoting Entrepreneurship & Innovation for Employment by
1. Initiating a programme of incubation-to provide all kinds of support so as to
nurture at least 10,000 software product startups.
2. Initiating a Programme to support Research and Innovation on Software
Products in Institutes of Higher Learning and Research to bridge the existing gaps in
the Industry-Academia research.
3. Creating 20-domain specific Indian software product clusters such as in automobile,
textile, etc.
4. Organizing a program to give 20 dedicated challenge grants such as in Education,
Healthcare, etc.
5. Establishing a Centre of Excellence-to promote design and development of
software products with industry participation.
6. Creating a dedicated Software Product Development Fund (SPDF)-it will have a
corpus of Rs. 1000 crore in the form of Fund of Funds and participate in
venture fund to provide risk capital so as to promote scaling up of market ready
Software Products

NATIONAL POLICY FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
ØSkilling and Human Resource Development by
1. Using a FutureSkills Programme-for upskilling/re-skilling of 3 million IT
Professionals in emerging technologies.
2. Initiating a national “Talent Accelerator” programme-to motivate school and
college students.
3. Creating a talent pool of 10,000 committed software product leaders

NATIONAL POLICY FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Improving Access to Domestic Market and Cross Border Trade Promotion by
• Integrating the registry of Indian software products with Government e-market
(GeM)
• Encouraging Indian Product Startups/ MSMEs through hackathons.
• Promoting implementation of open Application Program Interface (APIs)proactively-for
both public and private sector to foster incremental innovation and to encourage
inter-operability in Indian software products ecosystem
• Promoting preferential inclusion of Indian software product in Government
procurement-in line with Public Procurement (Preference to Make in India), Order 2017
• Promote integration of Indian Software Products in international trade development
programs.
• Overcoming language barriers-by incentivizing the industry to develop products
across major Indian Languages.

NATIONAL POLICY FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Implementation Mechanism :
ØEstablishing a “National Software Product Mission (NSPM)”-This mission will
undertake following tasks for development of software products-design appropriate
strategy, recommend specific policy measures, recommend specific initiatives,
monitor and collate various initiatives.
ØInclude various Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology’s
organizations in the implementation-such as Software Technology Parks of India
(STPI), National Informatics Centre (NIC) etc.

Five Missions of the Policy
ØTo promote the creation of a sustainable Indian software product industry,
driven by intellectual property (IP), leading to a ten-fold increase in share of the
Global Software product market by 2025.
ØTo nurture 10,000 technology startups in software product industry, including
1000 such technology startups in Tier-II and Tier-III towns & cities and
generating direct and in-direct employment for 3.5 million people by 2025.
ØTo create a talent pool for software product industry through oUp-skilling of
1,000,000 IT professionals,
ØMotivating 100,000 school and college students oSpecialise 10,000 professionals that
can provide leadership.
ØTo build a cluster-based innovation driven ecosystem by developing 20 sectoral
and strategically located software
product
development
clusters
having
integrated ICT infrastructure, marketing, incubation, R&D/test beds and mentoring
support.

NATIONAL POLICY ON ELECTRONICS, 2019
ØThe Union Cabinet has recently approved the National Policy on Electronics 2019 (NPE
2019)
ØThe Policy envisions positioning India as a global hub for Electronics System
Design and Manufacturing -(ESDM) by promoting domestic manufacturing,
skill development, start-up, export eco-system and improving ease of doing business
for the ESDM industry.
ØIt aims to achieve a turnover of $400 billion and generate 1 crore jobs in the ESDM
sector by 2025.

Strategy outlined in the NPE 2019
ØCreating eco-system for globally competitive ESDM sector- by encouraging
domestic manufacturing through consistent tax incentives, establishing Electronic
Manufacturing Clusters, promoting Defence Offsets and sub-sectors like semiconductor facilities, display fabrication units etc.
ØDeveloping and Mandating Standards in the sector-using a standards development
framework, which would include institutional mechanism for participation of
all
stakeholders
(Government,
Industry, Academia, Experts) and mandatory
compliance in the field of electronics goods, includingcyber security.
ØPromoting Ease-of-doing Business- by facilitating single window mechanism for
global investors using existing mechanisms like Invest India, National Investment
Promotion and Facilitation Agency.

Strategy outlined in the NPE 2019
ØHuman Resource Development-by generating research base at Ph.D. level,
opportunities for joint IPRs to Indian candidates at foreign institutions, and work
closely with all agencies (Centre and State) to ensure availability of adequate
skilled manpower to the industry.
ØExport Promotion-by providing attractive package of incentives so that exporters
can compete in global markets
ØPromote Trusted Electronics Value Chain-to improve national cyber security profile and
control its supply chain across national defense and critical national infrastructure like
energy grids, communication networks, digital economy etc.
ØPromote Cyber Security-by enhanced understanding of cyber security issues, risks;
development of testing facilities, photonics, nano-based devices etc by the start-ups.
Further, encouragement for use of tested & secure IT products, secure chips,
ØDeveloping Core Competencies in the sub-sectors of Electronics-such as Indian
Fabless Chip Design Industry, Medical Electronic Devices Industry, Automotive
Electronics Industry, Power Electronics for Mobility and Strategic Electronics
Industry.

Strategy outlined in the NPE 2019
ØPromotion of Electronic Components Manufacturing Ecosystem-by providing
incentives for lithium-ion cells, chip components, fuel cells, optical fibre, solar cells
etc.
ØPromotion of Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS) Industry-including
Engineering & Design of PCBs, Functional testing, Maintenance services like warranty
and repair services etc.
ØMega Projects-by providing special package which would invite extremely high-tech
and huge investments in areas like semiconductor facilities, display fabrication etc.
ØPreferential Market Access-by encouraging states to adopt the Public Procurement
(Preference to Make in India) Order 2017 (PPO 2017) and leveraging the Government eMarket Place(GeM) in the procurement of electronic products (including cyber security).
ØGovernance Structure-Creation of institutional mechanism for implementation of
various schemes under the Policy, including support from the State Governments.
ØOther Measures-Promoting Eco-park for e-Waste processing, Warehousing of raw
materials, Acquiring mines of Rare Earth Metals in foreign countries (Africa,
Australia) and Developing an index to asses the status of electronics manufacturing
industry in the states.

SETTING UP OF INDIA POST BANK AS PAYMENT BANK
ØThe Standing Committee on Information Technology has submitted its
report
on ‘Setting up of Post Bank of India as a Payments
Bank-Scope,
Objectives, and Framework’.
About India Post Payment Bank (IPPB)
ØIt is a financial service provider, launched with the mandate of improving financial
inclusion.
ØIt has been incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013as a public limited
company with 100% Government of India equity under Department of Posts (DoP).
Objectives
ØProvide a secure and reliable payments channel for social security payments under
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA),
National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP) etc. and all Government to Citizen
(G2C) transactions.
ØBecome the preferred partner for service delivery for Government(Central, State and
Local).

SETTING UP OF INDIA POST BANK AS PAYMENT BANK
ØTie up with various other banks, insurance companies, mutual fund houses and
other financial institutions and service providers to help in customer acquisition
and distribution of third-party products like loans, insurance etc.
ØSafe, economical and reliable money transfer to meet the needs of migrant
labourers and the unorganized sector.
ØTo provide a payments platform for integrating services provided by Government
and Private sector for the economic upliftment of the poorer and marginalized sections
in both urban and rural India.
ØBuild the most accessible payments bank through various channels including
Mobile Point of Sale (MPoS), mobiles, Internet banking transactions at the Post Office
Counters as well as at the door step of the customers and encourage the transition to a
less cash economy.

About Payment Bank
ØA payments bank is a differentiated bank, offering a limited range of products.
ØIt cannot lend to customers.
ØIt can accept demand deposits, issue ATM/debit cards but not credit cards.
ØIt can accept deposits upto Rs. 1 Lakh per account from individuals and small
businesses.
ØApart from maintaining Cash Reserve Ratio with the RBI, it will be required to
invest minimum 75%of its "demand deposit balances" in Statutory Liquidity Ratio
(SLR) eligible Government securities/treasury bills with maturity up to one year
ØIt can hold maximum 25% in current and time/fixed deposits with other scheduled
commercial banks for operational purposes and liquidity management.
Ø25%of its branches must be in the unbanked rural area.
ØThe promoter’s minimum initial contribution to equity capital will have to beat least
40% for the first five years

OMBUDSMAN SCHEME FOR DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS
ØRecently Reserve Bank of India (RBI) launched Ombudsman Scheme for
Digital Transactions (OSDT).
ØIt is launched under Section 18 of the Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007which
will provide a cost-free and expeditious complaint redressal mechanism relating
to deficiency in customer services in digital transactions conducted through nonbank entities (like mobile wallets or tech enabled
payment
companies
using UPI for settlements) regulated by RBI.
ØThe Ombudsman for Digital Transactions is a senior official appointed by the
Reserve Bank of India (appointed for a period not exceeding 3 years at a time) to
redress customer complaints against System Participants as defined in the Scheme for
deficiency in certain services covered under the grounds of complaint.
ØThe Scheme also provides for an Appellate mechanism under which the
complainant / System Participant has the option to appeal against the decision of the
Ombudsman before the Appellate Authority.
ØTransactions undertaken through the banking channels will still be managed by the
Banking Ombudsman.

OMBUDSMAN SCHEME FOR DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS
ØThe new ombudsman will work from the 21 existing offices of the Banking Ombudsman
and work within the existing territorial jurisdictions.
Customer compensation:
ØRs 1 lakh is the compensation that can be awarded in lieu of loss of customer’s time,
expenses incurred and mental agony.
ØRs 20 lakh is the maximum compensation the digital payments ombudsman can award.

Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007
• It provides for the regulation and supervision of payment systems in India
and designates the apex institution (RBI) as the authority for that purpose and all
related matters.
About Banking Ombudsman Scheme 2006
• The Banking Ombudsman is a quasi-judicial authority appointed by the Reserve
Bank of India
• It
aims
to
provide
a
cost-effective
grievance redressal mechanism to
customers for deficiency in certain banking services.
• All Scheduled Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks and Scheduled Primary
Co-operative Banks are covered under the Scheme.
• The complaint has to be first filed in the respective banks before approaching
Ombudsman.

NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE
ØThe Expert Committee under the Chairmanship of Dr. Anoop Satpathy has
brought out a timely technical Report on “Determining the Methodology for the
Fixation of the National Minimum Wage (NMW)”.
ØA uniform national minimum wage of Rs 9,750 per month or region-wise
minimum wages ranging from Rs 8,892-Rs 11,622 per month for five regions (as of
July 2018) has been recommended.

Recommendations of the Committee
ØNeed to update existing norms for fixing minimum wages-in the light of the
latest available evidence relating to per household consumption units, food and
nutritional requirements, changing consumption pattern and non-food expenditure
requirements.
ØNeed for elaborating a nationally representative and culturally palatable food
basket-by adopting an approach that would focus on a balanced diet rather than
merely its calorie intake.
Ø Hence, committee recommends minimum wage at a level that would allow for a
minimum recommended intake (per adult person per day) of 2,400 calories, 50 grams
of protein and 30 grams of fats.

Recommendations of the Committee
ØIntermediate adjustment for inflation-to accommodate changes in prices at least in
every six months, on the basis of the CPI made available by the CSO.
ØNon-food items-For estimating the required expenditure on non-food items, the
committee identifies two groups of commodities:
ØEssential non-food items, namely clothing, fuel and light, house rent, education, medical,
footwear, and transport;
ØOther non-food items, such as entertainment, durable goods, toilet articles,
other household consumables, consumer services excluding conveyance, and consumer
taxes.

Recommendations of the Committee
ØSingle value of the National Minimum Wage-for India should be set at Rs.375 per day as
of July 2018. This would be equivalent to Rs.9, 750 per month, irrespective of
sectors, skills, occupations and rural-urban locations.
ØIt has also recommended to introduce an additional house rent allowance(city
compensatory allowance), averaging up to INR 55 per day i.e., INR 1,430 per month for
urban workers over and above the NMW.
ØMethod for estimating the NMW at the regional level-For the purpose of
estimating national minimum wages at regional levels, the committee has grouped the
states into five regions based on a composite index and have recommended region
specific national minimum wages in the range of Rs 8,892-Rs 11,622 per month.
ØMinimum wages should be fixed at round numbers-which are much easier to
disseminate. This will also facilitate the minimum wage enforcement process.
ØCreation of a research unit in the Ministry of Labour and Employment-to support
the Central Advisory Board and State Advisory Boardsat the time of formulating
recommendations to set and adjust minimum wages

Minimum Wage
ØIt is one, which is paid by an employer/industry to its workers irrespective of its
ability to pay.
ØIt must provide not only for the bare sustenance of life, but for the preservation of
the efficiency of the workers.
Living Wage
ØIt should enable the earner to provide for himself and his family not only the bare
essentials of food, clothing and shelter but a measure of frugal comfort
including education for his children, protection against ill-health, requirements of
essential social needs and a measure of insurance against the more important
misfortunes including old age.

Fair Wage
ØIt is linked with the capacity of the industry to pay. Factors such as labour
productivity, prevailing wage rates, the level of national income and itsdistribution
etc. are variables in determining fair wage.
ØIt is above the minimum wage but below the living wage.

PM SHRAM-YOGI MAANDHAN YOJANA(PMSYM)
ØMinistry of Labour and Employment launched pension plan ‘PM Shram-Yogi
Maandhan Yojana’ for informal workers.
ØEligibility: The unorganised workers whose monthly income is Rs 15,000/ per
month or less and belong to the entry age group of 18-40 years are eligible for the
scheme.
ØThey should not be covered under New Pension Scheme (NPS), Employees’
State Insurance Corporation (ESIC) scheme or Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation
(EPFO).
ØFurther, he/she should not be an income tax payer.
ØPension: They shall receive minimum assured pension of Rs 3000/-per month after age
of 60 years.

PM SHRAM-YOGI MAANDHAN YOJANA(PMSYM)
ØIn case of death during the receipt of pension, his/her spouse shall be entitled to
receive 50% of the pension received by the beneficiary as family pension.
ØIn case of death before 60 years of age, his/her spouse will be entitled to join and
continue the scheme subsequently by payment of regular contribution or exit the
scheme as per provisions of exit and withdrawal. Family pension is applicable only
to spouse.
ØContribution by the Subscriber: He/she is required to contribute the prescribed
contribution amount from the age of joining PM-SYM till the age of 60 years.
ØMatching contribution by the Central Government: PMSYM is a voluntary and
contributory pension scheme on a 50:50 basis where prescribed age-specific
contribution shall be made by the beneficiary and the matching contribution by the
Central Government.
ØThe contributions from workers per month will change depending on the applicant's age
like at the age of 18 years would have to contribute Rs 55, whereas workers at the age of
29 years would pay Rs 100.
ØThose in the upper age limit of 40 years will have to pay Rs 220.

PERIODIC LABOUR FORCE SURVEY (PLFS) OF THE NSSO
ØNational Sample Survey Office (NSSO), Ministry of Statistics and Programme
Implementation has recently released draft report of the first Periodic Labor
Force Survey (PLFS).
ØPLFS was launched in 2017 by the NSSO, superseding the earlier system where such
data was available only every five years.
ØIt is a regular survey for generating estimates of various labour force indicatorson
quarterly basis for urban areas and annual basis for both rural and urban areas, at
State/UT and all-India level.
ØIt would supply data not only about the formal sector, but also about the informal
sector.

PERIODIC LABOUR FORCE SURVEY (PLFS) OF THE NSSO
ØThe PLFS is designed to generate the indicators of labour market operations using two
approaches:
ØUsual Status (US) approach: This approach records only those persons as
unemployed who had no gainful work for a major time during the 365 days
preceding the date of survey and are seeking or are available for work. Thus, the
estimates of unemployment obtained on the basis of usual status approach are
expected to capture long-term open unemployment.
ØCurrent Weekly Status (CWS) approach: In this approach current activity
status relating to the week preceding the date of survey is recorded.
ØThose persons are classified as unemployed who did not have gainful work for even an
hour on any day in the preceding week and were seeking or were available for work.
ØIn this survey, Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) Method has been
adopted with field operators using tablets to enter the data.
ØThis would generate more accurate and timely information.

DEPARTMENT FOR PROMOTION OF INDUSTRY AND
INTERNAL TRADE (DPIIT)
ØThe Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has been renamed as
the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) with a
mandate to deal with matters related to start-ups, facilitating ease of doing business
among others.
ØThe Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has been renamed as
the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) with a
mandate to deal with matters related to start-ups, facilitating ease of doing business
among others.

DEPARTMENT FOR PROMOTION OF INDUSTRY AND
INTERNAL TRADE (DPIIT)
ØDIPP (under the Ministry of Commerce and Industry)was established in 1995 and
reconstituted in the year 2000 with the merger of the Department of Industrial
Development.
ØIt looked after external trade earlier and there were demands by various bodies to create
a separate ministry of Internal Trade.
ØThe matters related to internal trade were under the domain of the Ministry of Consumer
Affairs.

DEPARTMENT FOR PROMOTION OF INDUSTRY AND
INTERNAL TRADE (DPIIT)
ØWith this decision, now the Department will also look over the subject of internal
trade including retail trade, welfare of traders and their employees etc.
ØHence, with this both internal and external trade have come under the same
ministry i.e. Ministry of Commerce and Industry, through this department.
ØOther functions of this body include:
ØFormulation of industrial policy and strategies
ØMonitoring of industrial growth
ØFormulation of FDI policy and its regulation
ØFormulation of policies relating to various IPRs
ØCoordinates with UN Industrial Development Organization

RIVER INFORMATION SYSTEM
ØThe Union Minister of Shipping recently inaugurated the Phase 2 of the
River Information System on National Waterway-1 (River Ganga) between Farakka
and Patna (410 km)
About River Information System
ØIt is a form of vessel traffic management using next generation technology. It will
help in crises management and enhanced inland navigation safety by preventing shipto-ship collisions, ship -bridge collisions, groundings etc.
ØIt is a combination of tracking and meteorological equipment with specialized
software designed to optimize traffic and transport processes in inland navigation.
ØThe system enables swift electronic data transfer between mobile vessels and shore
(base stations) through advance and real-time exchange of information so as to
ensure navigation safety in inland waterways.
ØIt also provides virtual navigational aids to guide the vessel during navigation.

RIVER INFORMATION SYSTEM
ØIt is a form of vessel traffic management using next generation technology.
ØIt will help in crises management and enhanced inland navigation safety by
preventing ship-to-ship collisions, ship -bridge collisions, groundings etc.
ØIt is a combination of tracking and meteorological equipment with specialized
software designed to optimize traffic and transport processes in inland navigation.
ØThe system enables swift electronic data transfer between mobile vessels and shore
(base stations) through advance and real-time exchange of information so as to
ensure navigation safety in inland waterways.
ØIt also provides virtual navigational aids to guide the vessel during navigation.
ØThe services are being used in advanced waterways of Europe, China and U.S.A.
The operationalization of this system in India is a landmark in itself.
ØIt is one of the components of Jal Marg Vikas Project.

Jal Marg Vikas Project
ØThe Government is implementing this project for the capacity augmentation of
navigation on the Haldia-Varanasi stretch of National Waterway-1 (Ganga) with the
technical and financial assistance of the World Bankat an estimated cost of
Rs.5,369.18 crore.
ØUnder
this
project,
construction
of
three
multimodal terminals, two
intermodal terminals, one new navigational lock and works for fairway
development, River Information System (RIS), vessel repair and maintenance
facilities and Ro-Ro terminals are envisaged to be completed.

NEW ANGEL TAX RULES
ØRecently the government notified new rules pertaining to angel tax which will exempt
registered start-ups of a specified size from the tax.
Angel Tax
ØIt is an income tax levied at 30.9 % tax on investments made by external
investors in unlisted startups or companies.
ØIt is applicable when companies have raised capital through sale of shares at a
value above their ‘fair market value’.
ØThe tax was introduced in the Finance Budget of 2012 with an aim to curb moneylaundering through the sale of shares of private unlisted companies at bloated prices.

New rules
ØDefinition of start-up broadened: An eligible start-up would be one that is registered
with the government and has been incorporated for less than 10 years(from
previous 7 years), and has a turnover that has not exceeded ₹100 crore over that
period.
ØStart-ups can apply for an exemption if their paid-up share capital is up to Rs25
crore, compared to Rs10 crore earlier.
ØStart-ups may raise tax free capital from investments made by
Ønon-resident so Listed company having a net worth of INR 100 Crores or turnover of at
least INR 250 Crores

New rules
ØThe notification imposes certain restrictions on investments by the start-ups.
ØThe start-up have to attest to the fact that it has not invested in any land that is
not being used in its ordinary course of business, any vehicle over the value of ₹10
lakh, any jewellery, among other things.
ØThere is a requirement that the start-ups must be registered with the Department
for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade. Some applicants have claimed that
the procedure is complex and time consuming.oSome of these restrictions can lead to
hardships for the start-ups and may even disqualify somegenuine start-ups from this
exemption.

Criticism of Angel Tax
ØIssues in establishing Fair market value: Start-ups are often valued subjectively
and the valuation which seems sky-high to some, may be fair to others. Valuing
start-ups based on their assets alone, given intangibles such as goodwill is not easy.
Nor is it easy to arrive at a ‘fair value’ for them, based on discounted cash flows.
ØFor example, Ola is valued at $4.3 billion but its actual assets might not be
worth more than a million dollars.
ØArbitrary power: Under the Income tax Act, the IT department is free to arbitrarily
decide the fair value of a company’s share and tax start-ups. This could become a tool for
harassment of genuine start-ups.
ØThe notification has not dealt with the arbitrary power that it vests in the hands
of the income tax authorities.
ØHamper investments: For startup founders, venture capital firms and overseas investors
are the key sources of funds. Taxes such as angel tax discourage these investments.
Investors in countries such as US are offered tax benefits when they fund small
companies.

FAME INDIA PHASE II
ØThe Union Cabinet has approved a proposal for implementation of the 2nd Phase of
FAME-India (‘Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles in India’) with
the total outlay of over 10,000 cr.
ØKey details of Phase III will be implemented over the period of 3 years from 2019-20 to
2021-22.
ØThe main objective of the scheme is to encourage faster adoption of electric & hybrid
vehicle by the way of market creation and indigenization.
ØElectrification of the public & shared transport: it is planned to support 10
Lakhs e-2W (electric –2 Wheeler), 5 Lakhs e-3W, 55000 4Ws and 7000 Buses.
ØDemand incentives on operational expenditure mode for electric buses will be
delivered through State/city transport corporation (STUs).
ØIncentives will be given to 3-wheeler/4 wheeler vehicles used for public transport
or registered for commercial purposes.
ØIn e-2Ws segment, the focus will be on the private vehicles.

FAME INDIA PHASE II
ØLocal manufacturing: Special incentives will be given for local manufacturing of
critical components for electric vehicles, especially the lithium ion batteries.
ØEstablishment of charging infrastructure: About 2700 charging stations will be
established in metros, million plus cities, smart cities and cities of hilly states across the
country.
ØThe guidelines propose setting up at least one charging station in a grid of 3km x 3km in
the cities; and on both sides of highways connecting major city clusters at every 25km.
ØExisting retail outlets of oil marketing companies (OMCs) will be given higher
preference for setting up public charging stations.

Significance of Phase II of the Schem
ØFAME Phase II builds over the Phase 1 of the scheme (which began in 2015 & has been
extended till March, 2019) with greater focus on demand-creation by pushing
adoption of EVs in public transport/commercial segment (in comparison to consumer
segment).
ØThe Phase 2 presents a more holistic approach as it not only touches upon critical
technical issues such as battery cost & efficiency, charging infrastructure etc., but also
stresses upon the indigenization of the entire EV value chain.
ØOffering incentives to Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) to invest in setting up
a charging network, simplifying the requirements of a station & the process of
installation and operation will be an added push in the right direction.
ØUnder FAME-2 scheme, withdrawal of subsidies on EVs using lead acid batteries &
low-speed electric two-wheelers would further popularize efficient EVs in India.
ØFAME-Phase 2 has been introduced to achieve the target of more than 30% electric
vehicles by 2030, a more realistic goal in comparison to the earlier target of 100% EVs
by 2030.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTER AUTHORITY
BILL
ØThe Union Cabinet has approved the International Financial Services Centres (IFSC) Authority
Bill, 2019.
What is an IFSC?
ØSEZ act provides for the establishment of an IFSC in India within an SEZ in India and enables
the Central Government to regulate IFSC activities.
ØGujarat International Finance Tec-City Co. Ltd (GIFT) is being developed as the country’s first
IFSC.
ØIFSC has been designated for all practical purposes as a 'deemed foreign territory' which
would have the same ecosystem as other offshore locations, but which is physically on Indian
soil.
ØAny financial institution (or its branch) set up in the IFSC is
Øtreated as a non-resident Indian located outside India is expected to conduct business in such
foreign currency and with such entities, whether resident or non-resident, as the Regulatory
Authority may determine
ØNothing contained in any other regulations shall apply to a unit located in IFSC, subject to
certain provisions.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTER AUTHORITY
BILL
Some of its major services include:
ØFund-raising services for individuals, corporations and government so Asset
management and global portfolio diversification undertaken by pension funds,
insurance companies and mutual fund
ØWealth management
ØGlobal tax management and cross-border tax liability optimization
ØRisk management operations such as insurance and reinsurance
ØMerger and acquisition activities among trans-national corporations etc

Highlights of the Bil
ØInternational Financial Services Centres Authority: It provides for the establishment of an
authority to develop and regulate the financial services market in the International
Financial Services Centres set up under the Special Economic Zones Act, 2005.
ØComposition of Authority: It will consist of nine members appointed by the central
government
ØChairperson: four members to be nominated from RBI, SEBI, IRDAI and PFRDA; two
members from amongst officials of the Ministry of Finance; two members to be appointed
on the recommendation of a Selection Committee.
ØFunctions: Its major functions include Regulating financial products, financial services,
and financial institutions in an IFSC.
ØTransaction in foreign currency: As per the Bill, all transactions of financial services in IFSCs
will be in such foreign currency as specified by the Authority, in consultation with the central
government.
ØSetting up an International Financial Services Centres Authority Fund: All grants, fees and
charges received by the Authority and all sums received by the Authority from various
sources, as decided by the central government will be credited to this Fund.

STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE
ØRecently the Visakhapatnam Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) facility was
operationalized
About Strategic Oil Reserve
ØIt is a storage of crude oil which would act as a cushion during any external
supply disruptions or supply demand mismatch shock.
ØThe global standard for strategic oil reserves, as set by International Energy
Agency (IEA) and Integrated Energy Policy 2006 of India recommended that country
should maintain a reserve equivalent to 90 days of oil imports for strategic-cum-buffer
stock purposes.
ØThe crude oil storages are constructed in underground rock caverns and are located on
the East and West coast of India.

STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE
ØThey are considered to be more environment friendly and incur less evaporation
loss than ground level storage.
ØConstruction of storage facilities are maintained by Indian Strategic Petroleum
Reserves Limited(a special purpose vehicle of the Oil Industry Development
Board under Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas).
ØPresently, strategic reserves are situated at Visakhapatnam (Andhra Pradesh),
Mangalore (Karnataka), and Padur (Kerala).
ØMoreover, project of three additional reserves is in pipeline at Chandikhol
(Orrisa), Bikaner (Rajasthan) and Rajkot (Gujrat).

GLOBAL IP INDEX
ØUS Chamber of Commerce recently released its Global Intellectual Property Index.
Global IP Index 2019
ØThis is the seventh edition of the annual International IP Index which analyses the
IP climate in 50 world economies, based on 45 indicators critical to an
innovation-led economy.
ØIndia climbed up 8 places to reach 36 as opposed to 44 in the 2018 edition.
ØDespite the improvement, certain barriers continue to exist such as barriers to
licensing and technology transfer, strict registration requirements, limited
framework for the protection of biopharmaceutical IP rights, patentability
requirements outside international standards, etc.

SWAP FACILITY
ØThe Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has introduced a $5-billion dollar-rupee swap facility
for the banks to facilitate permanent liquidity support.
Background
ØThe Reserve Bank of India has various monetary tools to manage liquidity in the
financial market.
ØAdjusting repo rates and purchasing bonds by conducting open market operations
(OMO) are a couple of tools which the RBI uses regularly either to increase or
decrease the currency supply in the market.
ØHowever, despite these efforts, there is a liquidity crunch in the market and as a result,
this swap facility has been announced to increase the supply of rupees in the market.

Salient Features of Swap Facility
ØProcess of Operation-Under the swap, a bank would sell US dollars to the RBI and
simultaneously agree to buy the same amount of US dollars at the end of the swap period
(March 26,2019 to March 28, 2022).
ØIn the auction, the RBI will accept the spot dollars for a small fee(forwards
premium), and will commit to provide the dollars three years down the line.
ØMaximum limit-The RBI will buy US dollars from banks totaling to$5 billion. Hence,
at an average spot rate of 70 per dollar, the RBI will able to infuse about Rs.
35,000 crore into the system through this auction process.

Salient Features of Swap Facility
ØForward Premium- The participating banks have to bid in the auctionby quoting a
forward premium in terms of paisa that they will pay to buy back the dollars.
ØA cut-off premium will be decided by the central bank, based on the bids.
ØFor example, if the spot exchange rate is 70 to a dollar and Bank A quotes a premium
of 150 paisa and bids for $25 million. So, the bank will get Rs.175 crore($25
million multiplied by the exchange rate of 70).
ØAfter three years, the bank has to pay back approximately Rs.179 crore($25
million multiplied by the exchange rate of 71.5) to the RBI to buy back $25 million.

Salient Features of Swap Facility
• Process of Operation- Under the swap, a bank would sell US dollars to the RBI and
simultaneously agree to buy the same amount of US dollars at the end of the swap period
(March 26,2019 to March 28, 2022).
• In the auction, the RBI will accept the spot dollars for a small fee(forwards
premium), and will commit to provide the dollars three years down the line.
• Maximum limit- The RBI will buy US dollars from banks totaling to$5 billion. Hence,
at an average spot rate of 70 per dollar, the RBI will able to infuse about Rs.
35,000 crore into the system through this auction process.

Salient Features of Swap Facility
Forward Premium• The participating banks have to bid in the auction by quoting a forward premium in
terms of paisa that they will pay to buy back the dollars.
• A cut-off premium will be decided by the central bank, based on the bids.
• For example, if the spot exchange rate is 70 to a dollar and Bank A quotes a premium
of 150 paisa and bids for $25 million. So, the bank will get Rs.175 crore($25
million multiplied by the exchange rate of 70).
• After three years, the bank has to pay back approximately Rs.179 crore($25
million multiplied by the exchange rate of 71.5) to the RBI to buy back $25 million.

Benefits of the Swap Facility
ØReduce interest by banks-with improved liquidity condition with the banks,
especially after constrained balance sheets due to double financial repression. This will
help customers with cheap loans for homes, cars etc.
ØIncrease RBI’s Foreign Exchange Reserves- the auction will help boost it by another
$5 billion to the current $400bn corpus.
ØThis further improves India’s capacity in dealing with hot money outflow and balance of
payment crisis.
ØControl appreciation of Rupee-as there will be increased supply of Rupee. This will help
Indian exporters.
ØReduce financial stress on NBFCs-Lending from the Non-Banking Financial Companies
may also increase.
ØLower hedge costs for importers-as increased rupee liquidity is likely to bring down the
forward rates.
ØRise in bond yields-as there may be fewer Open Market Operations.

MONETARY POLICY TRANSMISSION
ØThe State Bank of India Ltd announced the linking of savings bank account deposits and
short-term loans to the RBI’s repo rate which may ensure faster monetary transmission.
ØMonetary transmission refers to the process by which a central bank’s monetary
policy signals (like repo rate) are passed on, through financial system to influence
the businesses and households.
ØIn India, policy rate changes by RBI are not reflected in the base rates of banks regularly.
ØWhile rate hikes are passed on immediately, but same is not witnessed in rate cuts
by the RBI. This shows there is a lag in monetary transmission.
ØThe available empirical evidence for India suggests that monetary policy actions
are felt with a lag of 2-3 quarters on output and with a lag of 3-4 quarters on inflation,
and the impact persists for 8-12 quarters.

Steps taken
ØSoon after deregulation, banks were asked to disclose their prime-lending rate (PLR),the
rate charged to the prime borrowers.
ØIn 2003, the RBI instructed banks to announce formula-based benchmark PLR
(BPLR)with the option to lend below BPLR in deserving cases of short-term loans like
export credit.
ØHowever, banks misused this option and the credit market was dominated by the subBPLR lending.
ØTo plug this loophole, the RBI issued guidelines on base rate system in 2010
prohibiting lending below base rate, barring a few exceptions.
ØAs base rate was not flexible enough to transmit monetary policy signals at the
desired speed and magnitude, the RBI introduced marginal cost-based lending rate
(MCLR)in April 2016.
ØRBI has deferred its plan to replace MCLR with an external benchmark as the
basis for fixation of interest rates for retail loans by banks.
ØThe move to link interest rates on retail loans to an external benchmark was expected to
increase transparency and speed of transmission of changes in interest rates in economy.

Marginal Cost of Funds Based Lending Rate (MCLR) System
ØThe marginal cost of funds based lending rate (MCLR) refers to the minimum
interest rate of a bank below which it cannot lend, except in some cases allowed
by the RBI. Thus, it is an internal benchmark or reference rate for the bank.
ØBase rate calculation is based on cost of funds, minimum rate of return, i.e.
margin or profit, operating expenses and cost of maintaining cash reserve ratio while
the MCLR is based on marginal cost of funds, tenor
premium, operating
expenses and cost of maintaining cash reserve ratio.
ØCalculation of marginal cost under MCLR: Marginal cost is charged on the basis of
following factors interest rate for various types of deposits, borrowings and return on net
worth.
ØTherefore, MCLR is largely determined by marginal cost of funds and especially
by deposit rates and repo rates.

SWIFT NORMS
ØRecently the Reserve Bank of India, imposed ₹2 crore penalty on Punjab National
Bank for non-compliance of regulatory directions with regard to SWIFT operations.
About SWIFT
ØSWIFT stands for the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications.
ØIt is a messaging network that financial institutions use to securely transmit
information and instructions through a standardized system of codes.
ØSWIFT assigns each financial organization a unique code that has either eight
characters or 11 characters. The code is called SWIFT code.
ØThe ₹14,000-crore PNB fraud perpetrated by Nirav Modi was a case of misuse of this
SWIFT software.

Other Measures to Control and Prevent fraud in banking system
• The Central Government has issued “Framework for timely detection, reporting,
investigation etc. relating to large value bank frauds” to Public Sector Banks (PSBs),
which provides, that all accounts exceeding Rs. 50 crore, if classified as NonPerforming Assets be examined by banks from the angle of possible fraud, and a
report is placed before the bank’s Committee for Review of NPAs on the findings of this
investigation.
• Examination be initiated for wilful default immediately upon reporting fraud to RBI;
• Report on the borrower be sought from the Central Economic Intelligence Bureau
in case an account turns NPA.
• Fugitive Economic Offenders Act, 2018 has been enacted to deter economic
offenders from evading the process of Indian law by remaining outside the
jurisdiction of Indian courts.
• It provides for attachment of property of a fugitive economic offender, confiscation of
such offender’s property and disentitlement of the offender from defending any civil
claim.

Other Measures to Control and Prevent fraud in banking system
ØCentral Fraud Registry (CFR), based on Fraud Monitoring Returns filed by banks
and select financial institutions, has been set up by RBI as a searchable online central
database for use by banks.
ØEstablishment of National Financial Reporting Authority as an independent
regulator for enforcement of auditing standards and ensuring the quality of audits.
ØIn addition, Instructions to Public Sector Banks to:
ØDecide on publishing photographs of wilful defaulters, in terms of RBI’s instructions.
ØFollow RBI’s framework for dealing with loan frauds and Red Flagged Accounts,
ØImplement RBI guidelines to prevent skimming of ATM/debit/credit cards.
ØEnsure legal audit of title documents in respect of large value loan accounts,
ØStrictly ensure rotational transfer of officials/employees.

OFFSHORE RUPEE MARKETS
ØThe Reserve Bank of India has constituted a task force on offshore rupee
markets, headed by Usha Thorat, to look into issues related to the markets and
recommend appropriate policy measures to ensure the stability of the external value
of the rupee.
About Offshore Rupee Markets
ØOffshore" refers to a location outside of one's national boundaries, whether or not that
location is land-or water-based.
ØHence, Offshore Rupee market is a rupee denominated market in international market.
E.g. Masala bonds are bonds issued outside India but denominated in Indian
Rupees, rather than the local currency.
ØThe focus of RBI’s policy efforts has been to align incentives for non-residents to
gradually move to the domestic market while at the same time improving market
liquidity to promote hedging activity on-shore while announcing setting up of the task
force.

WHITE LABEL ATMS
ØRecently, RBI has eased business guidelines for White Label ATMs (WLAs) to
enhance their viability
ØATMs set up, owned and operated by non-bank entities are called white label ATMs.
ØThey are authorized under the Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007, by
the RBI.
ØCash in ATMs is provided by the sponsored bank while ATM machine does not
have any branding of Bank.
ØTheir role is confined to enabling the transactions of all banks customers by
establishing technical connectivity with the existing authorized, shared ATM Network
Operators or Card Payment Network Operators.
ØThe operators are entitled to receive a fee from the banks for the use of ATM
resources by the bank’s customers and are not permitted to charge bank customer
directly.
ØTata Communications Payment Solutions Limited (Indicash) is the first company
authorized by RBI to open WLAs in the country.

Brown label ATM
ØThese are ATMs which are owned by banks but operations and maintenance are
outsourced to a third party.
ØSuch ATMs operate as the ones belonging to the bank itself, including having the
bank’s branding.

CAPITAL GAINS TAX
ØCapital gains on investments made in India through companies in Mauritius and Singapore
became fully taxable from April 1 after the concession period of 2 years ceased to exist.
ØAny Income derived from a Capital asset movable or immovable is taxable under the
head Capital Gains under Income Tax Act 1961.
ØAny profit or gain that arises from the sale of a ‘capital asset’ is a capital gain. This gain or profit
is considered as income and hence charged to tax in the year in which the transfer of thecapital
asset takes place. This is called capital gains tax, which can be short-term or long-term.
ØCapital gains are not applicable when an asset is inherited because there is no sale, only a
transfer. However, if the asset is sold by the person who inherits it, capital gains tax will be
applicable.
ØShort-term capital asset: An asset which is held for a period of 36 months or less.
Assets like equity or preference shares in a company listed on a recognised stock
exchange in India, securities (debentures, bonds, government securities), equity oriented
mutual funds, zero coupon bonds are considered short term if held for less than 12 months.
ØLong-term capital asset: An asset that is held for more than 36 months (24 months for
immovable property like land, building). The Long-term capital gain is taxable at 20%.

What is DTAA?
ØThe DTAA treaty is signed in order to avoid double taxation on the same declared
asset in two different countries.
ØThese DTAAs are made to make a country attractive for investment purpose by
providing relief on dual taxation. The relief is provided by exempting income earned
overseas from tax in the resident country or by providing credit to the extent
wherein taxes have already been paid abroad.
ØIndia has Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) with 88 countries, but
presently 85 have been in force.

HYDRO POWER SECTOR
ØThe Union government has approved various measures to promote hydropower
sector
ØDeclaration of Large hydropower projects(LHPs, i.e.>25•MW) as renewable
energy projects.
ØHydro Purchase Obligation as a separate entity within Non-Solar Renewable
Purchase Obligation for DISCOMS- The HPO shall cover all LHPs commissioned
after this order.
ØTariff rationalization measures for bringing down hydropower tariff such as providing
flexibility to the developers to determine tariff by back loading of tariff after
increasing project life to 40 years, increasing debt repayment period to 18 years and
introducing escalating tariff of 2%.
ØBudgetary support for funding flood moderation component of hydropower
projects
ØBudgetary support

to Cost

of enabling infrastructure i.e. roads and bridges.

MINIMUM SUPPORTPRICE FOR MINOR FOREST PRODUCE
ØThe Union Ministry of Tribal Affairs has launched the revised scheme
““Mechanism for Marketing of Minor Forest Produce (MFP) through Minimum
Support Price (MSP) & Development of Value Chain for MFP.
ØThe MSP for MFP scheme was first launched in 2013 but largely remained a nonstarter in most tribal dominant states due to severe gaps in its implementation
process.
ØIt is centrally sponsored scheme aimed to ensure fair and remunerative prices to MFP
gatherers.
ØIt provides direct benefits to the tribal by institutionalizing various avenues
in the value chain of
MFP such
as training, sustainable collection,
procurement, value addition, infrastructure, marketing etc.
ØThe ministry has now issued revised guidelines to cover the gaps in its implementation
process

MINIMUM SUPPORTPRICE FOR MINOR FOREST PRODUCE
ØThe Ministry of Tribal Affairs has also launched following schemes/ initiatives
ØTRIFOOD project of TRIFED and Ministry of Food Processing Industries-Under this,
Tertiary value addition center will be set up in some districts.
ØThe traditional Mahua tribal drink will be mainstreamed and marketed all
over the Country.
ØFriends of TRIBES Initiative-for CSR initiatives led by TRIFED
ØDBT Scholarship portal of Ministry of Tribal Affairs
ØVan Dhan Vikas Karyakram- The Van Dhan Vikas Kendra would actas common
facility centres for procurement cum value addition to locally available Minor
forest produce.
ØThe full form of TRIFED is ‘The Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development
Federation of India’.
ØIt was established in 1987. It became operational from April 1988. The basic objective of
the TRIFED is to provide good price to the products made or collected from the forest by
the tribal peoples.

IND AS
ØRecently the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has deferred the implementation of the Ind
AS-the new accounting norms, indefinitely as necessary amendments to the
relevant law are yet to be made.
ØThe Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA),in 2015, had notified the
Companies (Indian Accounting Standards (IND AS)) Rules 2015, which stipulated
the adoption and applicability of IND AS in a phased manner beginning from the
Accounting period 2016-17.
ØThe MCA has since issued three Amendment Rules, one each in year 2016, 2017
and 2018to amend the 2015 rules.
ØEarlier the plan was to implement these accounting norms by April 1, 2019, but it
was deferred due to
1. pending legislative amendments to the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.
2. Inadequate levels of preparedness of many banks in terms of the backend system
and the other ecosystem

IND AS
ØThese are standards that have been harmonised with the globally accepted International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)to make reporting by Indian companies more
globally accessible.
ØNational Advisory Committee on Accounting Standards (NACAS) recommends
these to the Ministry of corporate affairs, which then notifies it.
ØIt advocates the ‘fair value’ method of accounting.
ØIt also promises clearer disclosures to investors in certain cases.
ØIt will govern the accounting and recording of financial transactions as well as
the presentation of statements such as profit and loss account and balance sheet of a
company.
ØIt will not just change the way companies present their numbers, but may also bump up
or knock down the profits/losses of firms.
ØInd AS for non-banking financial companies came into effect in 2018.

INDIA’S 3RD IT CORRIDOR IN CHINA
ØRecently India’s National
Association
of
Software
and
Services
Companies(NASSCOM) entered into a partnership with China's Xuzhou city
(Jiangsu Province) to help develop India’s 3rd IT corridor in China.
ØNASSCOM has already launched two such IT corridors at Dalian, India's first IT
hub in China(in Liaoning Province)and Guiyang (in Guizhou province)to tap the
burgeoning Chinese IT industry market.
ØThe first two corridors have paved the way for cooperation in co-create mode in the
emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things and
Analyticsin the Chinese market.

ØIt will also help to:
• provide market access to Indian IT firms in the huge Chinese market. India has been
demanding China to provide market access to Indian IT and pharmaceutical firms
for several years to reduce bilateral trade deficit.
• create more jobs in Xuzhou and India and facilitate talent transfer between the two
countries.
• provide a gateway for the Indian IT-small and medium-sized enterprises which are often
discouraged in Chinese markets preferences for Chinese state-owned companies
along with conditions of size and experience.
ØNASSCOM: Established in 1988, it is anon-profit trade association of Indian
Information Technology (IT) and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) industry.

CAPITAL ACCOUNT LIBERALISATION
ØRecently, RBI’s Deputy Governor has argued in favour of revisiting India’s policies with
respect to Capital Account Liberalisation.
ØForeign exchange transactions are broadly classified into two types: Current
account transactions and Capital account transactions.
ØThe Current
Account represents a
country's current transactions including
exports, imports, interest payments, private remittances and transfers.
ØThe Capital Account records the net change of assets and liabilities which include
external lending and borrowing, foreign currency deposits of banks, external bonds
issued by the Government of India, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), Foreign
Portfolio Investments in India (FPI) etc

CAPITAL ACCOUNT LIBERALISATION
ØCurrency convertibility refers the ease with which a country's currency can be
converted into gold or another currency in global exchanges.
Ø It indicates the extent to which the regulations allow inflow and outflow of
capital to and from the country. Thus, forØCurrent Account- Indian rupee can be converted to any foreign currency at
existing market rates for trade purposes for any amount.
ØCapital Account- It means that ease with which, the foreign investors will be
able to buy Indian assets such as bonds, equity and Indian citizens will be able to
buy foreign financial assets.
ØSince, the last decade, the government and the central bank have been exploring
ways and trajectory in which fuller capital account convertibility could be achieved.

Present Capital Controls in Indian Economy
ØCapital control represents any measure taken by a government, central bank or other
regulatory bodies to limit the flow of foreign capital in and out of the domestic economy.
Some of the controls used presently are• Cap on total FPIs in domestic securities with separate limits on different kinds of them.
• Cap on External Commercial Borrowings (ECBs) and Masala Bonds together.
• Restrictions on investors by their horizon of investment, such as, Insurance firms,
Endowments and Pension Funds etc.
• Restrictions on maturity of the underlying investment.
• Restrictions to ensure that only relatively high credit quality borrowers tap into ECBs

Committees on Capital Account Convertibility (1997, 2006)
ØThe Reserve Bank of India setup committees on capital account convertibility under
the chairmanship of S.S. Tarapore in 1997 and 2006 respectively.
ØThe committee had supported the idea of full convertibility in the capital
account. It recommended this to be done in a phased manner and subject to
certain preconditions.
Some pre-conditions areØFiscal Stability-low fiscal deficit Price Stability-low inflation
ØStability of financial institutions and markets
ØLow Non-Performing Assets

Arguments against Capital Account Liberalisation
ØCould lead to the export of domestic savings-which can further erode the capacity of
state to finance the national imperatives.
ØCould lead to greater tax avoidance-It would weaken the ability of the authorities to tax
domestic financial activities, income and wealth.
ØCould expose the economy to greater macroeconomic instability-arising from the
volatility of short-term capital movements, the risk of large capital outflows and
associated negative externalities.
ØPremature liberalization could initially stimulate capital in flows that would cause
real exchange rate to appreciate and thereby destabilise an economy undergoing
the fragile process of transition and structural reform.

CIRCULAR TRADING
ØRecently Mumbai High Court granted bail to those arrested for circular trading and
evasion of GST.
ØCircular trading refers to selling and buying of goods via shell corporations to
artificially inflate turnover. There is no actual change in ownership or movement of
goods
ØFor example, a company “A” sold goods to another company “B”,which sold
the same goods to another company “C”. Now, the third company “C” sold the
goods to the first company “A”.
ØAll this while, the goods were kept at a godown of first company.
ØHere GST credits were paid on every lap of transaction. The series of sales helped the
firms inflate turnover and avail larger valuations and loans. This amounts to tax
evasion.
ØThis is illegal under Prohibition of Fraudulent and Unfair Trade Practices
Regulations issued by SEBI.
ØKetan Parekh stock market scam of 1999 was also related to circular trading.

MUNICIPAL BOND
ØThe Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has allowed foreign portfolio investors (FPIs)
to invest in municipal bonds.
ØThey are debt securities issued by government or semi-government institutionswho
need funding for civic projects.
ØNormally, they are issued and redeemed at par and carry a fixed interest rate.

SEBI Guidelines on municipal bonds
ØAs per the SEBI Regulations, 2015, a municipality or a Corporate Municipal
Entity (CME) to issue Municipal Bonds should meet certain conditions: •The ULB
should not have negative net worth in any of three immediately preceding
financial years.
ØNon-default: The municipality should not have defaulted in repayment of debt
securities or loans obtained from banks or financial institutions during the last 365 days.
ØMunicipalities need to contribute at least 20% of the project cost.
ØThe corporate municipal entity, its promoter, group company or director(s), should not
have been named in the list of the wilful defaulters published by the RBI or
should not have defaulted on payment of interest or repayment of principal
amount in respect of debt instruments issued by it to the public, if any.
ØMunicipal bonds should have mandatory ratings above investment grade for public
issue.

ASIAN TEA ALLIANCE
ØRecently the Asian Tea Alliance (ATA),a union of five tea-growing and consuming
countries, was launched in Guizhou, China.
ØThe forging of this alliance is an outcome of the signing of a memorandum of
understanding in December 2018 between the Indian Tea Association and China Tea
Marketing Association.
ØParticipating countries: India, China, Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Japan.
ØIt will work towards enhancing tea trade, promoting tea globally, and creating a
sustainability agenda for the future of Asian tea.

ASIAN TEA ALLIANCE
ØClimatic Condition suitable for Tea
ØTemperature: 210C to 290C is ideal for Tea. The lowest temperature for the growth of tea is
160C.
ØRainfall:150-250 cm of rainfall is required for tea cultivation.
ØSoil: Tea shrubs require fertile mountain soil mixed with lime and iron. The soil should be rich in
humus.
ØLand: Tea cultivation needs well drained land. Stagnation of water is not good for tea plants.
ØIndian Tea Industry: As of 2018 India was the second largest producer of Tea in the world
after China.
ØIndia stands fourth in terms of tea exports after Kenya, China and Sri Lanka respectively.
ØIndia is one of the world’s largest consumers of tea, with about three-fourths of the country’s
total produce consumed locally.
ØThe main tea-growing regions are in Northeast India (including Assam) and in north
Bengal (Darjeeling district and the Dooars region) along with Nilgiris in south India.
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